
SUITABLY CHIC!
THE FIRST MERINO WOOL SWIMSUIT

Always down for experimenting in the name of elegance, the French 
swimwear house announces a 5-piece capsule of immaculately tailored 

swimsuits in extra-fine Merino wool.
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      The new capsule of Woolmark-certified Merino wool 

trunks belongs to a long tradition of going where you 

least expect us. 

From the early 70s, when Vilebrequin began making 

waves at the beach with its one-of-a-kind swim trunk 

design, nothing was off limits: African wax fabric, 

sailcloth, even linen! As long it tailored well, it was 

worth exploring.

So why not wool? Natural, renewable, water-friendly, a 

sartorial classic: Vilebrequin had to be the first to leap 

on the Merino swimsuit.
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WOOL…? AT THE BEACH…?!

LINK TO THE ASSETS

https://media.vilebrequin.com/web/652e9ccd52b1e95e/vbq-x-woolmark-part-2---2023---collab-assets/
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      Vilebrequin brings 50-plus years of tailoring expertise to the swimsuit. Drawing on traditional methods 

for everything from weaving to pattern cutting and pocket placement, each pair of swim trunks demands 

an average of 32 steps. For elegance that lasts the years. 

To mark Vilebrequin’s second summer with The Woolmark Company, we’ve added two new iconic men’s 

suiting references into the mix: safari-inspired khaki and the emblematic Prince of Wales check. Alongside 

navy, light gray, and classic gingham, each fabric has a timeless touch.
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MAILEY

MAEU3L48-390

 220€ / $290 / £220 / 2600HKD 

440SGD / 250CHF

MAGNUS

MGUU3L49-437

 210€ / $280 / £210 / 2500HKD 

410SGD / 250CHF

THE ELEGANCE OF A SUIT

   CEO Roland Herlory was immediately impressed by Merino wool’s “remarkable 
quality, and the naturally chic way it hangs on the body! It’s the perfect example of 

eco-innovation, a fabric that’s both cutting-edge and uniquely elegant.”

Working with renowned Italian wool mill REDA, our studios selected a non-mulesed 
Super 120’s Merino cloth—among the finest in the world.

MAILEY

MAEH2L28

 220€ / $310 / £220 / 2600HKD 

440SGD / 290CHF

MAGNUS

MGUH2L27

 195€ / $280 / £195 / 2300HKD 

400SGD / 250CHF

MILTON

MLTH2L26

 170€ / $250 / £170 / 1900HKD 

340SGD / 240CHF



  OUR CAPSULE’S FIGURES
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Our non-mulesed wool is 
100% naturally grown 
year-round by sheep.

Wool is the most reused
and recycled fibre of the

common apparel fibre types

Merino wool is a 100% 
natural and 100% 

biodegradable fibre.

Super 120’s 
Merino wool

5 to 7 minutes 
drying time

GIVING WOOL ITS TIME 
IN THE SUN

Could sheep be the new sea turtles? Almost.

Thanks to their scale-like structure, worsted 

Merino wool  fibers form a naturally water-

friendly, quick-drying shell—especially when 

woven at higher densities. With an average 

drying time of 5 to 7 minutes, it’s like they were 

made for the beach!

“But it’s way too warm for wool…” Never! Ultra-

breathable, moisture-wicking, and thermo-

regulating, Merino delivers unparalleled UV 

protection no wonder it’s gaining a reputation as 

a hot-weather hero.

Opt for next-level performance and elegance 

this summer with a Vilebrequin Merino wool 

swimsuit.

Certified by The Woolmark Company.

Now available in Vilebrequin stores worldwide and online at vilebrequin.com

For more information please contact:

Sarah Beaulne

PR & INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATION MANAGER

s.beaulne@vilebrequin.com

Instagram : 
@vilebrequin 

WeChat Weibo Facebook :
The Woolmark Company

Instagram : 
@thewoolmarkcompany 
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